The streamline visualization method can intuitively reveal the nature and change law of flow field. However, the streamline visualization method easily causes the disorder of visualization effect, which is especially serious in the 3D flow field. With the improvement of calculation accuracy, the time consumed by calculation in the streamline generation process also increases accordingly, which impacts the visualization efficiency. In view of the above problems existing in the streamline visualization method, this paper researches the parallel visualization method of flow field based on streamline similarity. First, this paper judges the streamline shape similarity through the feature points and designs the method for judging 3D streamline similarity by combing the methods for judging the distanced-based similarity between streamlines. This reduces the streamline disorder phenomena in visualization results. Second, this paper utilizes the parallel computing technology to improve the computational efficiency. On the basis of seed point parallel strategy, this paper proposes the parallel task partition method that combines the equal partition of tasks with repartition of redundant tasks. In view of the blocking wait that exists in parallel judgment of similarity, this paper proposes the cyclic check method based on a double-caching line to avoid the blocking wait problem, obviously reducing the flow field visualization time and effectively improving the flow field visualization efficiency.
Introduction
As one of the important sub-topics of visualization in scientific computing, the flow field visualization is a field that has been researched positively by scholars at home and abroad for many years. The flow field visualization technology utilizes intuitionistic and visual graphic images to describe abstract spatial data [12] to better show the nature and change law of flow field. It is an important method for analyzing scientific computing data. The geometric shape visualization methods [6] include the geometric icon method (dot icon method), streamline method and stream surface method, etc. The streamline visualization method is widely applied because it can intuitively reveal the nature and change law of flow field. In recent years, a lot of research on the streamline placement methods has been made at home and abroad: Turk and Bands propose a kind of image-guided based method in the literature [11] . This method first defines an energy function. The flow field sampling is made by this energy function while the energy function value is the difference value between flow field image and low-pass filtering. The magnitude of difference decides the streamline distribution homogeneity.
Chen et al. propose a kind of local similarity (between streamlines) guided method in the literature [4] to complete the flow field visualization process, and this method defines a measurement method based on Euclidean distance between streamlines and streamline shapes. During the streamline generation process, the streamlines being generated and all streamlines having been generated are compared in similarity to consequently make the streamline distribution relatively even. Yu et al. first select the seed point location according to the significance in the literature [13] and then calculates the Euclidean distance of all points between streamlines. Then, they measure the similarity by calculating the mean distance from one streamline to the closest point of another streamline. Mcloughlin T et al. calculate the three attributes: streamline curvature, torsion and sinuosity in the literature [10] and then conduct data normalization to add the normalized attribute values together. They take the sum of these attribute values as the basis for judging the streamline similarity. As for the flow field blocking caused by too much streamline seeding, Lu Daying et al. propose a kind of algorithm based on iterative closet point (ICP) and K-means in the literature [8] to group the streamlines. First, the ICP algorithm is utilized to compare the similarity between streamlines, and then the K-mean clustering algorithm is utilized to group streamlines and control the even distribution of streamlines.
Research on Streamline Generation Algorithm Based on Similarity

Calculation of Streamline Distance
Each generated streamline can be expressed as one corresponding point set. Consequently, the judgment on similarity between two streamlines can turn into the judgment on similarity between two-point sets, as shown in Figure 1. A B The Hausdorff distance [7] can be utilized to discriminate the similarity degrees between different point sets by the overall shape of objects and differences between locations. So, this paper utilizes this distance to judge the similarity of geometric distance between two streamlines.
The original Hausdorff distance is easily affected by outliers, so it can impact the final results of streamline similarity comparison. This paper utilizes the thinking of statistical average to solve the problem. Realization methods:
For two streamlines A and B, their corresponding point sets are respectively { 1 , … , } and { 1 , … , }. First, define the distance from one point in streamline A to streamline B as:
Where parameter stands for the point in the streamline A point set, parameter , the point in the streamline A point set, and ( , ), is the minimum value from the point in the streamline A point set to the point in the streamline B point set.
So, we can define the mean distance from streamline A to streamline B as below:
Where parameter stands for the number of points in streamline A.
Similarly, we can define the mean distance from streamline B to streamline A as below:
Where parameter stands for the number of points in streamline B.
So, the distance between streamline A and streamline B can be defined as:
This paper takes the calculated value ( , ) as the standard for comparison of geometric similarities between streamlines. The larger the ( , ) value is, namely, the distance between two streamlines is relatively far, the lower the geometric similarity between the two streamlines is; the smaller the ( , ) value is, namely, the distance between two streamlines is relatively close, the higher the geometric similarity between the two streamlines is.
Spatial Attribute of Streamline
The literature [5] points out that the 3D space curve has two very important attributes: curvature and torsion respectively. The two attributes can impact the shape of one space curve. Therefore, this paper introduces curvature and torsion into the measurement of similarity between streamlines.
The curvature stands for the bending degree of a curve, with the calculation method as below:
Where ̇( ) and ̈( ) are respectively, the first and second derivatives of speed at point .
The torsion stands for the twisting degree of the curve, with the calculation method as below:
Where stands for the determinant of matrix.
Similarity Judgment Process
This section utilizes the total curvature [14] to extract the feature points of each streamline and then divides the streamline into multiple feature segments by feature points. It compares the local shape similarity between feature segments by the chisquare distance [9] according to the total curvature of each point at each feature segment and finally obtains the average value of chi-square distances of each feature segment of the two streamlines to conduct the final comparison of similarities between streamlines.
First, the calculation method for defining the total curvature is as below:
Where parameter ( ) stands for the curvature of streamline of point , and parameter ( ) stands for the torsion of point .
For all streamlines, the feature points of each streamline should be extracted, and the method and process for extracting the feature points on streamlines are as below: 1) Calculate the maximum total curvature T of the whole curve and record the location of the point;
2) Along the forward direction of streamline, take the point T of as the starting point T ( ). Then, compare the total curvature of T ( + 1) with that of T ( ). If the total curvature of is smaller than that of T ( ), take T ( + 1) as the new starting point and then compare the total curvature of T ( + 2) with that of T ( + 1). Repeat this process until the total curvature of T ( + ) is greater than that of T ( + − 1), and take T ( + − 1) as one local extremal point;
3) Select T ( + ) as the starting point, and compare the total curvature of this point with that of the next point. Repeat and alternate the process until the total curvature of T ( + + ) is smaller than that of T ( + + − 1). Similar to Step 2, take T ( + + − 1) as another local extremal point. Stop until the end point of the streamline appears and record the end point; 4) Along the reverse direction of streamline, take the point of T as the starting point T , and conduct Steps 2 and 3. Stop until the starting point of the streamline appears and record the starting point; 5) For all checked extremal points, any point satisfying the condition where its total curvature is more than twice the minimum value of the total curvature of its two closest points is recorded as the feature point.
The streamline can be divided into multiple feature segments according to feature points extracted in the above steps, and this paper utilizes the chi-square distance to measure the differences between feature segments of streamlines. The measurement method of chi-square distance is as shown in Formula (9):
Where parameter and parameter , respectively, stand for feature segments requiring to be compared, parameter and parameter respectively stand for the total curvature of point on feature segments and , and parameter stands for the number of points on the feature segments.
Suppose one streamline has feature points, then the feature points can divide the streamline into − 1 feature streamline segments, and the calculation method for the final mean chi-square distance of two streamlines is as shown in Formula (10):
Where 2 ( , ) stands for the finally obtained mean chi-square distance, parameter and parameter respectively stand for feature segment on streamline A and streamline B.
In the similarity comparison, it should be noticed that numbers of feature points extracted on two streamlines may be different. So, in the measurement of feature segments of two streamlines, we should select the streamline with less feature segments as the standard. Meanwhile, the numbers of points within the feature segments may be also different, and we should select the feature segment with fewer points as the standard, make equal partition of feature segments with more points according to those with fewer points, and then compare.
Two streamlines are different not only in shapes, but also in distance. So, this paper combines the measurement of streamline features and that of distance between streamlines as designed in the above section, and the designed judgment process is mainly divided into two steps: 1) First, calculate the 2 value of each feature segment. Then, judge the overall shape similarity of streamline by calculating 2 ( , ) and reserve the streamline in case of dissimilarity. Or, conduct 2;
Utilize Hausdorff distance to judge the similarity of geometric distance between streamlines. Abandon the streamline in case of similarity or add the streamline to the streamline set.
Parallelization Design of Streamline Generation Algorithm
In view of the problem of slow implementation of streamline generation algorithm based on similarity, this section analyzes the parallelization strategy for streamline generation and proposes the parallelization method for streamline generation.
Analysis of Parallel Strategy
This paper utilizes the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for integral of the streamline generation, and this method features high calculation accuracy and large calculation amount, with the calculation time accounting for 90% above. During the streamline generation process, all streamlines are mutually independent causing the streamline generations to have a high parallelism. This paper utilizes the seed point parallel strategy [1] as shown in Figure 2 . 
Parallel Task Partition
This paper utilizes the equidistant even seeding. In the 3D mesh data, seed points are arranged at a fixed distance. The parallel algorithm of domain decomposition is utilized in task partition because the calculations of all streamlines are mutually independent and unrelated to each other. First, utilize the domain decomposition method to decompose the definition domain into subdomains that are mutually independent. The partition methods of 3D grid mainly include three types [2] as shown in Figure 3 : Because of the huge grid amount of 3D flow field data as well as the limited number of processors, there may be several orders of magnitude in the difference between the two items. The 2-D and 3-D partition granularities in Figure 3 are relatively small, which may cause longer consumption in the task partition and impact the efficiency. So, the partition method as shown in 1-D in Figure 3 is utilized in the task partition. In the task partition, different tasks are allocated to different processors according to the processing capacities of processors to avoid leaving some processors unused. Under the multi-core environment, processing capacities of all processors are the same, so the partition method that is equal as much as possible may be utilized only to divide tasks to ensure the loads of all processors are relatively balanced. The partition methods in this paper are introduced specifically below.
Task Equal Partition Method
Before task partition, the seed point grid dimension should be set first. For one 3D flow field, its dimension is * * , and we select 10% of the minimum value of dimension as the seed point spacing. If < < , we select 10% of as the standard to define the size of seed point grid dimension 、 、 , as shown in Formula (11).
Then, we select the maximum value of dimension of the seed point as the partition standard. If is the maximum value, we should make a one-dimensional partition according to the xy plane and divide the seed point into planes, each of which includes * seed points as shown in Figure 4 . We divide the seed point grid into data blocks. Suppose the total working thread number is , and we number all threads ∈ [0， − 1]. To make the data block sizes the same as much as possible [3] , we divide the partition methods into the following types:
If < , it shows that the task number is smaller than the thread number. At this time, we allocate tasks to the threads numbered 0~ and the seed points allocated to each thread are * . This kind of task partition is relatively simple and rarely occurs, so we don't analyze it here in details. In actual situations, far exceeds . If can be divided exactly by , namely ( = ⊕ ) = 0, the technology partition method is relatively simple. We just allocate / tasks to each thread. The seeds allocated to each thread are:
For the convenience of seed point arrangement, we should also determine the coordinate of each seed point and first define the starting location for allocating tasks to each thread. Suppose = ∕ , the starting location for allocating tasks to each thread is:
The coordinates of all seed points corresponding to each thread can be defined as:
The above situation is that tasks can be allocated to threads equally. However, under different situations, the partition can't be of equal partition each time because the task number and thread number change dynamically. In processing the situation, we can intuitively think that / tasks are allocated to the previous − 1 threads, and − ( − 1) * / tasks are allocated to the last thread. Then, the seed points allocated to each thread are: This method can make the task allocation equal as much as possible. For example, suppose = 10 and = 3, then we can work out that 2 threads only execute one more task than other threads, and the task allocation among all threads are relatively balanced. But, this partition method may also cause too many tasks allocated to − 1 threads, and the load of one single thread is too much. Suppose = 10and = 4, then the load of 3 threads in the allocation scheme is higher than that of other threads.
Repartition Method of Redundant Tasks
To address the increased load of a single thread caused by too many tasks allocated to single threads in the previous section, this paper designs a kind of task partition method according to the changes of task number and thread number . First, calculate the average tasks allocated to each thread, and for the remaining task number = ⊕ , if can be divided exactly by , execute the partition methods described in section 3.3 or the remaining task number is surely smaller than the thread number ; allocate the remaining tasks to the previous threads, and the previous threads are allocated with one more task to the last − threads, namely, make task allocation by the following methods:
The previous threads are allocated with one more task to the last − threads before task partition. The above calculation formula can be changed into:
Suppose = ∕ , the starting location for allocating tasks to each thread is:
The coordinate of each seed point corresponding to each thread can be calculated by Formula (14), and we should only change the calculation methods of start( ) end( ) into the calculation method in this section. The combination of methods in section 3.3 and section 3.4 can map the tasks to each thread equally as much as possible and accurately position the seed points allocated to each thread. We can traverse within the definition domains successively.
Parallel Judgment of Similarity
During the streamline generation process, the streamline generation algorithm based on similarity in this paper should compare the streamlines being generated with all streamlines having been generated in terms of similarity, so as to further reduce the streamlines and make even distribution of streamlines. For the similarity comparison of streamlines, all streamlines generated can be put into the buffer area. To ensure the correctness of streamline similarity comparison results, the streamline sets generated should be set as a critical area, and when the similarity comparison is being made for one thread, it can't be made for other threads. But, the utilization of this method may form blocking wait. When the number of utilized threads increases, the blocking wait time can also increase correspondingly, which will greatly impact the parallel efficiency.
For the situation of blocking wait, we can establish the private streamline set for each thread within each thread and compare it with the streamline set in the respective thread in the similarity comparison. In this way, each thread operates its own streamline set without blocking wait. But, the similarity comparison requires comparison with all streamlines, and this method can only compare with streamlines generated by the current threads, which can impact the final results. Therefore, after each thread generates streamlines, dissimilar streamlines should be sent to the streamline sets of other threads to ensure the streamline sets maintained by all threads are the same. While inserting streamline sets of other threads, if the streamline similarity comparison is being made for the inserted threads, the blocking wait is caused again.
For this situation, this paper proposes a kind of cyclic check method based on double-caching line to reduce blocking wait, and its design model is shown in Figure 5 .
Take two threads (thread 0 and thread 1) for example. Two caching lines are set for each thread to store streamlines that are respectively in streamline set 0 and streamline set 1. The specific implementation steps are as follows: 1) Thread 0 generates one streamline and then accesses streamline set 0 for streamline similarity comparison. If streamline set 0 is under the streamline insertion operation or empty, access streamline set 1 for comparison of streamline similarity; 2) When the streamline should be inserted into the streamline set of thread 0 after judgment of streamline similarity in thread 1, insert the streamline to the streamline set 1 of thread 0 in priority. If streamline set 1 is under the streamline similarity comparison, access streamline set 0 and insert streamline to streamline set 0;
3) Access streamline set 0 to judge the similarity for thread 0, and if there is a similar streamline, abandon the streamline. Meanwhile, stop the judgment process, and execute step 1; or, record the streamline number after streamline set traversal as setSize0 and execute step 4; 4) Continue to access streamline set 1 to judge similarity for thread 0. The judgment is the same as that in step 3. If there is a similar streamline, abandon the streamline. Meanwhile, stop the judgment process, and execute 1; or, record the streamline number in streamline set 1 as setSize1 and execute step 5; 5) Check whether the size of streamline set 0 changes, namely, whether the size of streamline set 0 is equal to setSize0. If the size of streamline set 0 is equal to setSize0, it means that no new streamlines are inserted to streamline set 0 in similarity comparison. At this time, add the streamlines being judged to the thread streamline set, stop the check process, and execute step 1; if the size of streamline set 0 is not equal to setSize0, it means that new streamlines are inserted to streamline set 0 in similarity comparison. At this time, continue to make similarity comparison from setSize0−1 of streamline set 0. If there are any similar streamlines, abandon the streamline. Meanwhile stop the check and execute 1; or, update the size of setSize0 and execute step 6; 6) Conduct judgment in step 5 for streamline set 1 and change judgment of setSize0 into judgment of setSize1; namely, judge whether the size of streamline set 1 is equal to setSize1. If the size of streamline set 1 is equal to setSize1, add the streamlines being judged to the thread streamline set and execute step 1; if the size of streamline set 1 is not equal to setSize1, continue to make similarity comparison from setSize1−1 of streamline set 1. If there are any similar streamlines, abandon the streamline. Meanwhile, stop the check and execute 1 or update the size of setSize1 and execute step 5; 7) Cyclically execute step 5 and step 6 until the sizes of streamline set 0 and streamline set 1 don't change. Namely, when the size of streamline set 0 is equal to setSize0 and the size of streamline set 1 is equal to setSize1, stop the cyclic check and send the streamline to other threads; 8) Cycle the above process until all thread seed point sets are empty;
The blocking wait time existing in the similarity comparison can be reduced by the above design method during the parallel streamline generation process.
Experimental Verification and Result Analysis
Introduction to Experimental Environment
Under the multi-core environment, this paper conducts hybrid programming based on Qt and VTK, achieves the serial algorithm and parallel algorithm generated by streamlines based on similarity, and completes the corresponding comparison tests. The hardware environment utilized by the experiments in this paper is as shown in Table 1 . 
Experimental Verification and Analysis
The data utilized in this paper are simulation experiment data of wind fields with different flow field structures and scales, as shown in Table 2 : First, test the numbers of streamlines generated by not utilizing and utilizing similarity. The numbers of streamlines generated by utilizing are all 1,000, and the numbers of streamlines generated by all data after the utilization of similarity are as shown in Table 3 : As seen from the data in Table 3 , the number of generated streamlines is reduced after similarity judgment as well as for the test of visualization effect of streamline generation algorithm by not utilizing and utilizing the similarity. The visualization effect comparison is conducted by utilizing data 6, with the results as shown in Figure 6 : As can be seen from Figure 6 , the generated streamline number greatly reduces when comparing the streamline generation algorithm by utilizing the similarity (right) with that by not utilizing the similarity (left). The generated streamlines are reduced and meanwhile, the shorter streamlines are abandoned; the disordered shielding phenomena of visualization effect are reduced and the detailed information of flow field can be shown effectively without missing important information of flow field. This shows the effectiveness of streamline generation algorithm based on similarity.
To verify the effectiveness of parallel algorithm of streamline generation in this paper, we calculate the time of flow field data with different scales under serial and parallel environments with the specific operation time shown in Table 4 . For the data obtained by the above experiments and tests, a longitudinal comparison can be made as shown in Figure 7 . It can be easily found that: under the parallel environment, the visual calculation time increases with the increase of data scale under the condition of changeless thread number. Correspondingly, a horizontal comparison can be made, as shown in Figure 8 , and it can be found that: under the parallel environment, the calculation time of visualization process decreases correspondingly with the increase of thread number under the precondition of changeless data scale. Furthermore, the acceleration effect becomes more obvious with the increase of thread number. But, due to the impact of flow field structure, the increase of parallel efficiency of data with different scales may vary. As can be seen from the comparison between Figure 8 and Table 4 , the increase of computational efficiencies of data 1 and data 2 is higher, and comparatively, that of data 5 and data 6 is slower, while the acceleration effect is still obvious. The speed-up ratio and efficiency of program are analyzed below, as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 : Figure 9 . Relation between Speed-up Ratio and Thread Number As can be seen from Figure 9 , the parallel speed-up ratio fails to reach the ideal speed-up ratio due to extra overhead existing between threads in the program running. However, the speed-up ratio increases with the continuous increase of thread number, which shows that the computational efficiency also increases when the thread number increases. But, the rising tendency of speed-up ratio begins to flatten with the increase of thread number. The reason is that the overhead of thread creation, thread destruction and synchronous communication between threads increase when the thread number increases, making its increase flatten. The acceleration effect is still obvious although the extra overhead exists.
Figure10. Relation between Parallel Efficiency and Thread Number
Generally speaking, the parallel algorithm fails when the parallel efficiency is lower than 0.5. As can be seen from Figure 10 , the extra overhead between threads increase correspondingly with the increase of thread number, resulting in gradual reduction of parallel efficiency. But, the parallel efficiency is still 0.75 or so at thread 4, which shows the effectiveness of parallel algorithm in this paper. The parallel efficiency can also express the extensibility of parallel algorithm, which further shows the parallel algorithm in this paper has a better extensibility.
The analysis of the above experiment results shows that the streamline generation process has good parallelism, and the computation time can be reduced under the parallel environment. The parallel method in this paper obtains a good speed-up ratio and parallel efficiency and can solve the problem of low computational efficiency during the visualization process.
Conclusions
The analysis of the above experiment results shows that the streamline generation process has good parallelism, and the computation time can be reduced under the parallel environment. The parallel method in this paper obtains a good speed-up ratio and parallel efficiency and can solve the problem of low computational efficiency during the visualization process. 
